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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

January 18th 2021 to January 24th 2021 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
 

01-19-2021 LPR/Stolen Tag  Lynwood Blvd & Harding Pl  We received a LPR hit on a stolen tag. 

          The tag was registered to a residence 

          on Malone, so we went to the residence 

          and spoke to the owner who advised  

          that the tag was not stolen but the  

          sticker was.  Metro entered the tag by 

          mistake, so they took it out of the system. 

 

01-19-2021 Officer Investigation 300 Block of Walnut Ave   We took a fraud report.  The complainant 

          had a fraudulent account opened in their 

          name at a store in Texas where a purchase  

          was made. 

               

01-19-2021 Safety Hazard  Canterbury Dr & West Brookfield Ave We removed a package out of the middle 

          of the road that had fallen out of a FedEx 

          truck.  It was returned to the driver. 

 

01-20-2021 Assist Citizen  300 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We assisted a dumpster truck that was  

          changing out a dumpster control with 

          traffic. 

 

01-20-2021 Assist Other Agency Harding Pike & Post Road   We assisted Metro PD with a truck  

          stuck on the railroad tracks. 

 

01-20-2021 LPR/Stolen Tag  5300 Block of Harding Rd   We received a LPR hit on a stolen tag 

          that started on Harding Rd and Lynwood 

          Blvd.  We stopped the vehicle and it was 

          discovered that Metro PD had entered 

          the wrong tag by mistake.  There was 

          another tag that was lost or stolen from  

          the owner’s mail and it was unknown 

          what the tag info was. 

 

01-21-2021 Officer Investigation Enquirer Ave & Harding Pl  We stopped a vehicle for speeding and 

          it was discovered that the driver also 

          was wanted by Wilson County for  

          selling cocaine.  Subject was turned over 

          to them. 

 

01-22-2021 Officer Investigation 1000 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  We worked a hit and run accident between  

          a vehicle and a biker.  The biker sustained 

          minor injuries and refused an ambulance. 

 

01-22-2021 Officer Investigation Carriage Hill    We responded to a damage to property call. 

          The resident’s yard was damaged by a  

          Parke company truck when they got stuck. 

 



 

 

01-22-2021 Officer Investigation 4700 Block of Harding Rd   We made a traffic stop for speeding and 

          the driver was issued a misdemeanor  

          citation for driving on a suspended  

          drivers license. 

 

01-22-2021 LPR/Stolen Tag  Lynwood Blvd & Abbott Martin Rd We received a LPR hit on a stolen tag. 

          We checked the area but was unable to  

          locate the vehicle. 

 

01-22-2021 LPR/Stolen Tag  Harding Rd & Page Rd   We received another LPR hit on the same 

          stolen tag from earlier.  This time the  

          vehicle was located and the driver was 

          issued a misdemeanor citation for driving on 

          a suspended driver’s license and possession 

          of stolen property. 

 

01-22-2021 Officer Investigation 1300 Block of Chickering Rd  We received a call of a possible gun shot 

          heard by the resident.  We checked the area  

          but did not see anything or anyone. 

 

01-23-2021 Assist Citizen  4500 Block of Harding Rd   We assisted someone with unlocking their 

          vehicle. 

 

01-23-2021 Safety Hazard  Belle Meade Blvd   We removed a cardboard box out of the road 

 

01-23-2021 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd. & Belle Meade Blvd  We received two separate LPR hits on a  

          stolen vehicle.  We were in the area for 

          both and had no contact with either one. 

 

01-23-2021 Officer Investigation 300 Block of Jackson Blvd  We received a call from a resident stating 

          that his daughters were playing by the  

          creek and they found 2 bags laying in the  

          rocks.  Both bags were recovered and a 

          report was completed. 

           

 

 

 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


